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Abstract-A generalized Leznov lattice with its bilinear form is proposed. A bilinear Btiklund 
transformation for the lattice is also presented. Starting from the BT, soliton solutions are obtained. 
A Lax pair for this lattice is also derived from the BT. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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In the literature, many approaches have been developed to search for new integrable systems 
in both the continuous and discrete cases. Among these approaches, one effective way is to seek 
new integrable systems by extending known ones. In this short letter, we will consider integrable 
generalization of the Leznov lattice. 
The Leznov lattice is given by [l] 
& lne(n) = S(n + l)p(n + 1) - 2O(n)p(n) + O(n - l)p(n - l), (1) 
Mn) - = l9(n + 1) - qn - l), 
8Y 
which appears as a special case of the so-called UToda ( m1,m2) system with ml = 1, rn2 = 2. 
By the dependent variable transformation 
e(n) = S(n + l)f(n - 1) 1 ~z&f(~) f(n) 
f2(n) ’ p(n) = 5 f(n + l)f(Tz - 1) ’ 
system (1) and (2) can be transformed into bilinear form [2] 
D,DJ(n) f(n) = (2eDn - 2) f(n) . f(n), 
(D,D, ~ 2D,eDn) f(n) . f(n) = 0, 
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where z is an auxiliary variable and the Hirota’s bilinear differential operator DFD: and the 
bilinear difference operator exp (6Dn) are defined by [3-71, respectively, 
The purpose of this paper is to give an integrable generalized form of the Leznov lattice (1) 
and (2). To this end, we first extend bilinear equations (3) and (4) by including some additional 
terms. More concretely, we consider 
[D,D, + ADyeD- - 2eD” + 23 f(n) . f(n) = 0, (5) 
[D,D, - 2D,eD- + BD,D,eDn + k’D,eDn] f(n). f(n) = 0, (6) 
where A, B, and C are arbitrary constants to be determined. Since we are looking for integrable 
generalization of the Leznov lattice, we need to determine the relations among A, B, and C 
such that the corresponding bilinear equations (5) and (6) are integrable in some sense. By trial 
and error, we find that if A = B, C = A’, the corresponding bilinear equations (5) and (6) are 
integrable in the sense of having a Backlund transformation. In this case, equations (5) and (6) 
become 
[D,D, + ADyeD- - 2eD- + 21 f(n). f(n) = 0, (7) 
[D,D, - 2D,eDn + AD,D,eDn + A2D,eD-] f(n). f(n) = 0, (8) 
respectively. F’rom the above explanation, we see that equation (8) has been chosen in such 
a way that it shares a compatible Backlund transformation with equation (7). Besides, note 
also that the form of equation (7) has previously appeared in [8]. In the following, we will 
explicitly give a bilinear BT for equations (7) and (8). Before going into details, let us derive 
a corresponding nonlinear version from the bilinear equations (7) and (8). By the dependent 
variable transformation 
qn) = f(n + l)f(n - 1) 
P(n) ’ 
p(n) = 1 DzD,f(n) . f(n) 
2 f(n + l)f(n - 1) ’ 
we can obtain the following generalized Leznov lattice from the bilinear equations (7) and (8): 
& Ino = e(n + l)p(n + 1) - 2Q(n)p(n) + e(n - l)p(n - l), 
where 
~(72) + (1/2)~[R(n + i)e(n + 1) + R(n - qe(n - l)] 
R(n) Y (10) 
= Q(n + l)R(n + 1) - 0(n - l)R(n - l), 
R(n) = 1 - + sZ[B(n + l)p(n + 1) - e(n)p(n)] dz’. 
Obviously, if A = 0, then R(n) = 1. In th is case, equations (9) and (10) become the Leznov 
lattice (1) and (2). Concerning bilinear equations (7) and (8)) we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1. The bilinear equations (7) and (8) h ave the Blcklund transformation 
DJ(n) . g(n) = [XemDn - geDn + p] f(n) . g(n), (11) 
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(12) 
where X, p, y, and w are arbitrary constants. 
This result can be proved by using bilinear operator identities (Al)-(AlO). The details of 
the proof are given in Appendix B. We denote BT (ll)-(13) by BT (X, p, y,w). Based on the 
fact that equations (7) and (8) are invariant under gauge transformation f + f exp (cm + 
92 + cay + cdz), BT (X, p, y, LJ) can be generated from BT (l,O, 0,O) under the transformation 
f + fexp(-nlnX+ wz+((y/4)y--~2). In the following, we will see that although BT (12),(13) 
may contain four arbitrary constants X, ,Q, y, and w, they are all related when the BT is used to 
seek soliton solutions. 
Using bilinear BT (ll)-(13), we can easily obtain soliton solutions. In particular, we can 
readily obtain a one-soliton solution of bilinear equations (7) and (8) from the trivial solution 
f(n) = 1: 
g(n) = 1 + exp (17), 
for the parameters 
8X A4 
‘= A-2X’ w=s- A2+AX-$, 
where n = pn + qx -l- ry + sz + q” and 
q = X2e2p - A-&-2P A3 A4 A3 + qX-le-p - AXeP + =Xe2 - X2 + AX - TX-1, 
where p, X, and no are arbitrary constants. For the sake of convenience in calculation, in the 
following, we choose A = 2 in equations (7) and (8). By applying the BT (ll)-(13) to the 
one-soliton solution above, we can also obtain a two-soliton solution of bilinear equations (7) 
and (8): 
f(n) = 1 + e”l $ e”* + A12e111+q2. 
Furthermore, by using MATHEMATICA, we can check that equations (7) and (8) have the following 
three-soliton solution: 
f(n) = 1 + eV1 + eQ + eq3 + A12eq1+q2 + A13eq1+q3 + A23eq2+q3 + A12A13A23~++~*+~~, 
where 
xi ePi - 1 
ri = m XiePg _ 1’ 
Si = (1 - ep‘) (Xi + Xi-‘e-Px) , 
qi = Xi2e2P’ - Xi-2e-2PL + 2,Am1e-PL - 2Xi@ + xip2 - Ai2 + 2& _ 2Xi-l > 
A,.=-(r~-Tj)(Si-Sj)+2(ri-rj)sinh(pi-ppj)-2cosh(p,-ppj)+2 23 
(ri+r,)(si+sj)+2(ri+rj)sinh(pi+pj)-2cosh(pi+pj)+2’ 
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Figure 1. Plots of O(n, cc) and p(n, z). 
with pi, Xi, and 7; being arbitrary constants. The plots for Q(n,z) and p(n,z) are shown in 
Figure 1 (with parameters epl = 0.8, epz = 0.7, eps = 0.6, X1 = 2.3, X2 = 2.5, X3 = 2.8, y = 1, 
and z = 3, so that Al2 = 0.0512091, A13 = 0.140496, A23 = 0.0261504). 
In the following, we want to derive a Lax pair for the generalized Leznov lattice (9) and (10). 
For this purpose, we s@ 
n 
!h=J&, 
e(n) = dn + l)g(n - 1) 
g2(n) ’ 
p(n) = 1 ~Jhdn) . g(n) 
2 g(n + l)g(n - 1). 
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Then, from the bilinear BT (ll)-(13) an a d ft er some calculations, we can obtain the following 
Lax pair for system (9) and (10): 
$h,, = -x-"Q(n)Q(n.- I)&-2f &e+ l)Q(~)&+2 -Q(n) -h&-1 
> 
x A + p(n) + (1/2)A(R(n f l)Q(n + 1) + R(n - l)Q(n - 1) 
R(n) I 
(14) 
- 4hky + 24k+1,, + (4X$,, + ~A$J,+I) 
(15) 
where 
R(n) = 1 - ; lZ[“(n + l)p(n + 1) - Q(n)p(n)] dz’. 
In this short paper, by generalizing a bilinear form for the Leznov lattice, we have proposed 
an extended Leznov lattice. It is shown that this extended lattice is integrable in the sense 
of having a Backlund transformation and Lax pair. Besides, soliton solutions to the extended 
Leznov lattice are constructed by using bilinear BT and bilinear form. We expect that more 
and more known integrable systems can be generalized to include some additional terms without 
losing their integrability. 
APPENDIX 
A. HIROTA BILINEAR OPERATOR IDENTITIES 
The following bilinear operator identities hold for arbitrary functions a, b, c, and d. 
(~~D~e~n a. a) b2 - a2D,D,eD-b . b - (eD-a a) (D,D,b b) 
+ (eD* b b) (D,D,a . u) = 20, cash (AlI 
( I[( 
;& D,~(~/~)DYL~. b) (p-(l/V’.~a. b) _ (,(1/W&. b) . (~,~-(1/2)u~~, . b)] , 
(D,eD-a.a)b2-a2DyeDnb.b=2sinh 
D 
Ye 
U/Wna. b e-WW’~a. b 
(D,D,a . a) b2 - a2D,Dyb. b = 2D,(D,a. b) . ab, 
( D,eDvL a. a) b2 - a2DZeDnb. b = 20, cash eU/W~a. b 
(Dye%. a) (eD-b b) - (D,eDyLb. b) (eDrLa. u) = D, (eDw. b) . (e-Dna. b) , 
(& ..a) b2 -a2 (eDnb. b) = 2sinh &/W’na. b , 
Dye -O/Wna. b e-WW,.a. b 
= D, [(D,a . b) (evDna. b) - ab. (D,eeDna. b)] , 
W4 
(A3) 
(A4) 
(A51 
(Af3) 
(A71 
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20, cash D,~(~/~)D.L~. b eWW~a. b 
= D, [(Dzu . b) . (eDna . b) - ab. (D,eDna . b)] , 
(J48) 
2sinh iDn 
( >( 
D,e(1/2)Dna. b) . (ec1j2jDna. b) = D,.(eDna. b) . ab, 649) 
2 sinh 
( >( 
f Dn D,e-(1/2)D-a. b > ( 
. e-(l/2)Dna. b 
> 
= -D, (e-D-a. b) . ab. WO) 
B. PROOF DETAILS OF PROPOSITION 1 
PROOF. Let f(n) b e a solution of equations (7) and (8). What we need to prove is that the 
function g(n) satisfying (1 l)-( 13) is another solution of equations (7) and (8), i.e., 
Pl E (D,D, + ADyeD- - 2eDn + 2) g(n). g(n) = 0, 
P2 E (D,D, - 2D,eDn + AD,D,eDn + A2D,eDn) g(n) . g(n) = 0. 
In fact, from [8], we know that PI = 0 can be proved using equations (11) and (12). Thus, it 
suffices to show that P2 = 0. In this regard, by (Al)-(AlO) and (II)-(13), we have 
- p2f2(n) = [(D,D, - 2D,eDn + AD,D,eDn + A2D,eDn) f(n) . f(n)] g2(n) 
- f2(n) (D,D, - 2D,eDn + AD,D,eDn + A2D,eDn) g(n) . g(n) 
- A (eD-f(n). f(n)) [(D,D, + AD,eD” - 2eD” + 2) g(n). g(n)] 
+ A (eD”g(n) . g(n)) [(D,D, + ADyeD” - 2eDn + 2) j(n) . f(n)] 
= 20, (Dzf(~).g(n)).f(n)g(n)-40, cash 
( >( 
;& e(1/2)D”f(n) . g(n)). (ei’/2)Dnf(n) . g(n)) 
+ 2AD, cash 
( )[( 
fDn D,e(1/2)Dnf(n) . g(n)) . (e-(1j2)Dnf(n) . g(n)) 
- (e(1/2)Dnf(n) . g(n)) . (D,e-(1/2)Dnf(n) . g(n))] 
+ 2A2 sinh 
( I[( 
ill,, D,e(1/2)Dnf(n) g(n)) . (e-(1i2)Dnf(n) . g(n)) 
- (e(1/2)D’“f(n). g(n)) . (D,e-(1/2)Dnf(n) .9(n))] 
+ A2D, (eDnf(n) .g(n)) . (emDnf(n) .g(n)) - 4Asinh 
( > 
fDn 
x (e(1/2)D-f(n) . g(n)) . (e-(1/2)Dnf(n) . g(n)) 
= 20, (D&n) . g(n)) f(n)g(n) - 4Dz co& 
( )[( 
f Dn -4~~,~-(1/2)Dn 
+2AD,e(1’2)Dn ) f(n) . g(n)] [ ( -$e(112)Dn + ~emc1/2)D.,) f(n) . g(n)] 
+ 2AD, cash 
( >[( 
f& D,e(1/2)Dnf(n) . g(n)) . (e-(1’2)D”f(n) . g(n)) 
- (e(112)Dnf(n). g(n)) (D,e-(1/2)Dnf(n) . g(n))] 
+ 2A2 sinh 
( N 
fDn D,e(1/2)Dnf(n) . g(n)) . (em(1/2)Dnf(n) g(n)) 
- (d1/2)D-f(n) . g(n)) . (D,e-(1/2)Dnf(n) .9(n))] 
+ A2D, (eDnf(n) . g(n)) . (eFDnf(n) . g(n)) 
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-~~D,~-WW- + 2ADye(1/2)Dn ) f(n) . g(n)] 
-A,WWL + 1,-W’ 
8X 4 -) f(n) m] 
= 20, (DZf(n) g(n)) j(n)g(n) + 4XD, co& 
( > 
;Dn 
x (D,e-(1/2,“nf(n) .g(n)) . (e-(1’2)D-S(n) ‘g(n)) 
A2 
+ xDz cash ;D- 
( I( 
D,e(1/2)D-f(n) g(n)) (e(1/2)D”f(n) . g(n)) 
+ A2D, (eDnf(n) . g(n)) (eeDrL.f(n) . g(n)) 
- 4Asinh i4, 
( >K 
-XD,e-(1/2)D-f(n) g(n)) (ep(1i2)o~f(n) g(n)) 
-$ (D,e(1/2)Dnf(n) g(n)) (e(1!2)D’“f(n) . g(n))] 
= 24 (W(n) . g(n)) . f(nMn) 
+ 2XD, [(Drf(n) . g(n)) (epDrLf(n) . g(n)) - f(n)g(n) * (DzeeD-f(n). g(n)>] 
+ $Dy [(D=f(n) g(n)) . (eD-f(n) g(n)) - f(n)g(n) (DzeD”f(n) . g(n)>] 
+ A2D, (eDn.f(n) . g(n)) (epD-.f(n) . g(n)) 
+ $Dv (eD-f(n) . g(n)) . .f(n)g(n) - 2AXD, (edD- f(n) . g(n)) . .f(n)g(n) 
= 20, (D,f(n) g(n)) . f(n)g(n) + 2XD, (Dze-D-f(n) . g(n)) f(n)g(n) 
+ A2D, (eDnf(n) . g(n)) . (eMDn.f(n) g(n)) 
+ $Dy (eD-f(n) g(n)) . f(n)g(n) - 2AXD, (eeDnf(n) .g(n)) . f(n)g(n) 
= 20, (Dzf(n) . g(n)) . f(n)g(n) + 2XD, (DzesD”f(n) g(n)) f(n)g(n) 
- 2XpD, (eeD-f(n) . g(n)) .f(n)g(n) + $Dy (D,eDyLf(n) . g(n)) f(n)g(n) 
- !$Dy (edge f(n) g(n)) f(n)g(n) + $Dy (e”-f(n) . g(n)) f(n)dn) 
- 2L4Dy (epDnf(n) . g(n)) f(n)g(n) 
= 0. 
Thus, we have completed the proof of Proposition 1. 
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